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Ladybug Girl and the Bug Squad 
Lexile® measure: AD710L
Ladybug Girl and the Bug Squad, by David Soman and Jacky Davis, has a Lexile measure of 
AD710L. The Lexile measure describes the complexity level of the book for a child reading it for 

experience show that third graders may not share the same level of reading ability. Knowing 

help, students might need to access the text. 
 

typically be read to a child, rather than the child reading it independently when experiencing 

Although seemingly easy reading, some picture books can still present a challenging indepen-
dent reading experience for an age-appropriate reader. Ladybug Girl and the Bug Squad is a 
perfect book for Jumpstart’s Read for the Record® campaign! 

You know how important it is to read to a child. Talking with a child is just as important. Even 
before children can speak, they are memorizing the words they hear around them. When they 
see a word in a book, it helps if they already have that word in their mind from listening and 
talking. The more words they are exposed to, the better.

As you read together, talk about the characters and what is happening in the book. Ask your 
student to make connections with their own experiences. Or have them retell parts of the story, 
with prompting as necessary, to friends or a family member.

Talk about the words and sentences in the book, too. The CCSS emphasize the importance of 
close reading, a process in which students go beyond their initial understandings of the text to 
exploring the words and structures that help create that understanding. Even early readers can 
practice close reading with age-appropriate texts and instructional support! 

The close reading activities on the following pages focus on words and ideas from the book 
that are familiar to young children. Not only are they fun, but they help a child remember the 
words and grow as a reader. 

These activities align with CCSS Anchor Standards for Reading in grades K-3:

 • Determine central ideas or themes of a text and analyze their development; 
   summarize the key supporting details and ideas.

 • Interpret words and phrases as they are used in a text, including determining 

   choices shape meaning or tone.
 

   larger portions of the text (e.g., a section, chapter, scene, or stanza) relate to each   
   other and the whole.

http://www.corestandards.org/the-standards
 

For more information on Lexile measures, and to search for other books that match a child’s 
reading ability and interests, visit www.Lexile.com.
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Close Reading Activities 

Author’s Word Choice: Using Details
In Ladybug Girl and the Bug Squad, Lulu’s mama calls her “Bug-a-boo.” But Lulu and her friends on the Bug Squad use names of 
speci�c bugs for themselves.  Davis (the author) and Soman (the illustrator) use details to emphasize the di�erent bug charac-
ters throughout the book. Here are some words from the book that describe each bug character and his or her actions:

Lulu/Ladybug Girl: yells, leads, �y, super-strong, cartwheel, leaps
Sam/Bumble Bee Boy: bounding, shouts, zoom, fast as lightning, sting
Marley/Dragon�y Girl: skips, zoom, breathes �re, swirling �ame (scarf ) 
Kiki/Butter�y Girl: (skips with Marley), make it pretty, smart, quizzes

Before you read, talk to your students about general and speci�c words. Point out that some words like animal are very general 
and include many di�erent types, such as cats. And cat is more general than words like lion, tiger, and tabby. Use pictures to 
help them see things that are unique to each type. Then talk about general and speci�c bugs.

Ask questions like:

 • What are some types of bugs? 

 • Which word is more general, bug or cricket?

 • What makes these bugs different from each other? 

 • What bugs do you see on the cover of this book? What do you know about these different bugs?

Read the book through once to allow students to experience the story and then reread the text, stopping to talk about the 
words used to characterize the bug girls and bug boy. 

Ask questions like:
 
 •  What words does the author use to describe the bug characters? 
 
 • Are the words the author uses to describe the bug characters similar to words you would use to describe the bugs  
   with the same name (e.g. butterfly)?
 
 • What other words could you add?

After you read, make a chart listing the di�erent bug characters. Use pictures and/or symbols for each one. Together, talk 
about some words that the author used for the di�erent bug characters. Add the words to the chart. Have students draw 
themselves in bug or other animal costumes.

Ask questions like:
 
 • How are the bug characters in the story different from each other? How are they the same?
 
 • What kind of bug (or animal) would you want to be? Why? 

 • What words can help describe how you look as a bug (or animal)? How you move as bug (or animal)?

 • Let’s try to guess what animal you picked. Can you give us some clues about your animal? 
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Focus on Font and Color: 
Thinking About the Way Words Look
Ladybug Girl and the Bug Squad uses an unusual font called Aunt Mildred. Words also appear in di�erent font sizes and 
colors. Early readers may bene�t from explicit discussion of the ways authors can use di�erent fonts, sizes, and colors to 
emphasize aspects of the text.

Here are some ways the font size and color are used in Ladybug Girl and the Bug Squad:
 
 • Names: Bug squad characters have font colors that match their costumes. Their names are in bold and larger font.   
   Their real names are in the default color and size.
 
 • Excitement: When Ladybug Girl and other bug squad characters yell and shout, their words are in bold and larger  
   font.
 
 • Mood shift: When Lulu gets upset about hurting Kiki’s feelings, the author uses only default color and size. When 
   she reverts to her bug squad character and decides to apologize, some words appear larger, bolder, and more 
   colorful again. 

Before you read, talk to your students about how letters can look di�erent based on font type and size. Point out letters in 
the classroom. Write a simple sentence on the board using a larger font or all capital letters for one word. (Example: “The 
DOG is on the rug.”)

Ask questions like:

 • Look around the classroom. How many different kinds of the letter “A” (or any other letter) do you see?
 
 • What are some ways people can change the way they talk if they want get someone’s attention?
 
 • Look at the sentence on the board. (Read the sentence out loud without giving emphasis to any word.) What word 
   gets your attention? Why? 

 • What are some other ways authors can get your attention? 

Read the book through once to allow students to experience the story and then reread the text, stopping on the first few 
pages to talk about the words in di�erent font sizes and colors. As you continue to read aloud, point to such words as you say 
them. 

Ask questions like:

 • On the cover of this book, Ladybug Girl is bigger than Bug Squad. She’s is also the only person in the picture. What 
   do you think that could mean? 

 • The very first sentence on the first page is bigger than the next sentence. How is Ladybug Girl talking?

 • What is Ladybug Girl’s real name? What are some differences between the way her real name looks and her pretend 
   name looks?

 • What is similar between the Ladybug Girl’s words and her costume? What is similar about the Bumble Bee Boy and 
   his costume? Etc.

 • When Lulu/Ladybug Girl realizes that Kiki is upset, what changes about the words? 

 • What names do the characters use (real or pretend)?
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After you read, talk about using words and colors together. Let students experiment with writing their names or sentences 
using di�erent colors. If computers are available, let them try out di�erent fonts. 

 • Have them show different emotions and actions through color or font.
 
  ○ Discuss ways colors are often used to show emotions (e.g. red face for anger or embarrassment)

  ○ Have students discuss other emotions and how they might show them through colors in their pictures or 
      writing (e.g. happy, excited, sad, frustrated)

 • Experiment with ways to write words in different ways to emphasize meaning. Begin with single words and then  
   expand to simple sentences.
  
  ○ Examples: 
   – Hot and Cold as Hot and Cold 
   – “The BUG is on the table.” And “The BUG is on the table.”
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